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“I like playing with
Steve because he
plays the same
style as I do.”
Edson Arantes do Nascimento

I’m with the Cosmos
The Steve Hunt Story
By Steve Hunt with Ian McCauley

Key features
• A first-hand account of Steve’s life in football, a story of
resilience and ultimately achieving his ambition of playing
for his country
• Fascinating stories of playing with Pele and Beckenbauer,
plus the other superstars at New York Cosmos
• Recounts Steve’s career in England, alongside thoughts on
the game, players and managers, including playing for and
touring with England under Bobby Robson
• Also provides an insight into Steve’s life outside of football
and before and after playing professional football
• Colour photo section of Steve in action as well as pictures
from his own personal collection
• Publicity campaign planned including radio, newspapers,
websites, podcasts and magazines

Description
‘I’m with the Cosmos’ was the phrase New York Cosmos players used to get a table reserved at the city’s best restaurants or skip
the queue at the glamorous Studio 54 nightclub. And it was one Steve Hunt became used to trotting out, after he was transferred
from Aston Villa to New York Cosmos at the tender age of 20, having played just seven times for the first team at Villa. He walked
straight into a world of celebrity and a team of superstars including two of the world’s finest players, Pele and Franz Beckenbauer.
This is Steve’s story of those heady days in New York – but also a stellar career back in England during the early 1980s. Returning
to the West Midlands, Steve played for Coventry City, West Bromwich Albion and returned to his beloved Aston Villa for a
second spell – and at the age of 28, he won the first of two England caps under Bobby Robson, realising an ambition held since
early childhood. This is Steve’s story, and in it he writes frankly about his football career, as well as his life outside the game.
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